Look no further

The #1 Source on Market Definitions
Identify and understand market definitions drawn from merger
control decisions of 32 Competition Authorities, across Europe and
beyond. Our database includes over 37.000 market definitions from more
than 13.000 decisions over the last 20 years.

ContaCt Us

Location

Learn More

marc@caselex.eu
+31 6 53 89 70 02

Wolfhezerweg 5
6861 AA Oosterbeek
The Netherlands

www.caselex.eu

iasonas.mourellos@caselex.eu
+31 6 48 36 52 25
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essential access for competition professionals to

Market Definitions
Caselex provides competition professionals, whether
they be regulators, external counsel or in-house counsel,
with unprecedented access to market definitions,
providing a solid foundation for further research into
the potential effects of mergers.
Our database consists of market definitions drawn
from the decisions of 32 Competition Authorities
and translated into English. Our coverage extends to
all EU and EFTA Member States (excl. Luxembourg
and Liechtenstein), t h e U n i t e d K i n g d o m ,
a n d the European Commission.
For all jurisdictions, we take the year 2000 as our
starting point, conducting assessments of all decisions
and identifying those which contain market definitions.
These decisions are then passed to our team of national
experts who translate the relevant sections into English,
to be made available via our database.

Caselex in Numbers

32
Competition Authorities incl. 27
EU, UK and 3 EFTA Member
States + DG COMP

37.000+

market definitions, drawn
from over 12.000 merger control
decisions

21
years of coverage of market
definition, from 2000 to
present
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centralised content adding

Significant Value
Our one-stop shop, including all
original decisions, saves valuable
time and effort spent
in
identifying relevant decisions
on
numerous
competition authority
websites.
Feedback from out clients
confirms that time-saving
for
(advice
on) notifications can be up to 75%.
Our service unlocks knowledge
that would
otherwise
remain
inaccessible, thus exponentially
increasing
the
range
of
supporting
precedents on which you can rely, enhancing
the chances of getting the deal over the
line. This also ensures information base
synchrony with competition authorities
across Europe.

€

Making a first assessment when
coordinating notifications will often
require use of local counsel. Our
service allows subscribers to bypass

that step, minimising costs and reducing
the time required to make such assessments.

Having an unprecedented, synoptic
overview, clients can be reassured that
all possible precedents have been
considered, diminishing risks of
dissatisfaction. Where the stakes and interests
related to concentrations are paramount, one
cannot afford to miss out information that
could potentially be vital.
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we have developed a comprehensive framework for

Classification
With our team of highly qualified legal professionals, we have constructed a comprehensive database
of summarised merger control decisions, accessible in a single language. All decisions contained in
the Caselex database share a number of common characteristics:

Source

The decision has been rendered by either a national competition authority from an EU/
EFTA Member State, t h e C M A o r DG Competition. Decisions from sector-related
competition authorities (i.e. energy, healthcare or telecommunications) are excluded.

Legal Basis

The decision is based on the Merger Regulation in the jurisdiction in question and, accordingly,
must address a planned concentration of undertakings following a submitted notification. All
other types of decisions, including decisions concerning, for example, concerted practice or abuse
of dominance are not part of the Caselex database.

Substance

The decision contains a substantive market definition which includes a clear line of reasoning
adopted by the competition authority in question supporting their conclusion. Thus we do not
cover decisions: (i) where concentration thresholds have not been met; (ii) which are cleared via
a simplified procedure; (iii) whereby the competition authority simply lists the markets and does
not explain them; (iv) whereby the competition authority refers to a previous case and does not
elaborate further on markets.

Time Period

The decision has been published after 1st January 2000.
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United Kingdom

18 days

Announcement

Portugal

42 days

Phase I
12 days

Announcement

Spain

Phase II
35 days

Phase I

Phase II

21 days

Announcement

Phase I

gain an unprecedented and complete overview with our

Enhanced Linking
Our database highlights links between key decisions and investigation phases that are
not available anywhere else on the market. This allows our clients to have the full picture on
how decisions overlap, understand changes over time, and ensure that no crucial documents
are overlooked. Our system displays for key types of linking:
Investigation Phases – Phase I and Phase II investigations are now linked so that you can jump
easily between the two and understand if and how the market definitions have developed as the
investigation has progressed.
Multi-Jurisdictional Transactions – In case transactions are notified in multiple jurisdictions, we
have linked the decisions from the various jurisdictions to enable a comparison between the
approaches of the relevant Competition Authorities.
Referred Decisions – Jump easily to decisions relied upon by Competition Authorities in order
to inform their decision in the transaction at issue.
Decisions Citing – Move forward to investigations which have subsequently relied on the decision
you are observing.
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work seamlessly with your colleagues via our

Advanced Sharing

Our new-and-improved folder structure allows you to conduct research, gather a relevant collection
of decisions and share these with a select group of colleagues who are also working on the same
file. You are also able to annotate decisions with notes which you can choose to share or keep
private. No longer will you have to export lists of decisions and pass them on via email. Everything
can be done from within the Caselex system, saving valuable time and ensuring all information is
relayed efficiently.
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keep up-to-date with key merger control decisions with

Lexpress

As a complementary service, our Lexpress Market Update provides weekly updates on merger
decisions published from around Europe that contain market definitions. Coming in the form of
an email notification, we provide you with the key aspects of the case prior its publication in the
Caselex system.
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interested in finding out more?

Contact Us
Should you require further information about the Caselex Market Definitions Module or if you
would like to discuss the possibility of establishing a trial period to test our service, our experienced
team are available to answer your questions.

Marc de Vries
marc@caselex.eu
+31 653 897 002

Iasonas Mourellos
iasonas.mourellos@caselex.eu
+31 648 365 225

Roeland Kemp
roeland.kemp@caselex.eu
+31 612 712 658
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